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PREFACE
In an earlier report, Chudleigh, Clemes, and Woods (1978)
identified trends in unit marketing charges for New Zealand export
livestock from farm gate to f.o.b. for the 1971 through 1976 seasons
ending September 30. They found then that nominal killing and freezing
charges were increasing at a far greater rate than the other charges in
the marketing chain and at a greater rate than either the consrnner
price index or the wage rate index.
Because of this trend, and because of the absolute size of the
national total of such charges, ($181,000,000 ($1976) the authors
suggested that a factor cost study of the freezing works operation was
required to further investigate killing and freezing charges, Chudleigh
et. al. (1978) This resulting report is based on such a study and
provides an economic interpretation of killing and processing factor
costs for sheep and lamb (later expressed as lamb equivalents). The
confidential factor costs were provided by a New Zealand Freezing
Company for the 1971 through 1979 seasons ending August 31.
R G Lattimore
Director
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SUMMARY
The New Zealand meat freezing industry has traditionally
purchased animals for slaughter on the basis of a "schedule price"
expressed as a net dressed weight value. In assessing this value,
companies estimate the value to them of the meat and skins derived and
deduct from this a standard "killing and processing charge". These
charges are normally set for an entire killing season and are
calculated prior to the season beginning.
In calculating these charges companies combi.ne considerations
not only of the expected costs of factors involved in killing and
processing livestock but also of anticipated throughputs, by product
revenues, and profit requirements. In addition these calculations have
traditionally been performed in an environment involving official
scrutiny and approval by government agencies. For these reasons trends
in "official killing and processing charges" have not been a reliable
indicator of true factor costs over time.
In this report, true factor costs for killing and processing
are obtained and analysed for a typical company. From this analysis
the authors are able to confirm and quantify the widely held belief
that throughput flows significantly affect per unit costs. Further, an
economic explanation is advanced to explain this phenomenon in terms of
the particular nature of fixed and variable costs within a multi-chain
system operating in the face of significant manning and seasonal
constraints.
Arising from these relationships several implications are drawn
for the company itself and for the industry at large. Notable among
these implications is the claim that, of itself, the conventional
wisdom of "spreading the kill" as a means of reducing killing and
processing charges is not only questionable in its effects but may also
be deleterious to the development of "further processing" in the
industry.
( ix)

CHAPTER 1
THE TOPIC
1.0 Background
The New Zealand Meat Industry has contin"ed,t,g 'make, ,a large
contribution to New Zealandexp()rt earnings, $:1,39:1 ,6,OO"pOO ($1984)
NZMPB (1984) and its overall contribution to the New Zealand economy has
been significant, New Zealand Freezi,\g Companies As~ociation (Inc.)
(Anon., 1979).. '
This major industry has,
its overseas markets, Begg
(1979) •
for sometime, faced
(1978) and within
many
New
problems
Zealand,
both in
Rattray
Risi l1g killiTlgdlldfre~zing cl1,,,r~esh,jve often bee~suggested as a
major internalproblema~ the shar"es represent approxim,,:tetY 80% of the
total costs incurred by a lamb carcase from farm gate to f.o.b., Rattray
(1979) •
These charges are also important as they represent a direct cost
to the on-farm producer. In addition, these charges (costs to the
industry) are primarily internal in origin and are therefore costs that
are within the control of New Zealand.
fr()m
real
One way to increase real returns
~eal in~rea~es ~n t,he~~ P~O?uSt,
i,\creases oscuring in killing and
to livestock producers (apart
p~~ces) ,is t", limit or reduce any
fre~zing sharge~~
The first step in limiting or reducing any real increases occuring
in thes",c1)arges mus pe to identify all the industry costs, that affect
the SlJarge~,
This, report has attempted to do this accurately, and then provide
insight 'into ways which may limit or reduce future killing and
processing costs thereby increasing real returns to producers.
I.
2.
L 1 Objectives
The specific objectives of"thi~,.J"eport were:
1. To identify all the factor costs of killing and
processing sheep and lamb (including the processing
of by products) from works gate to ex-works, in a
representative New Zealand Freezing Company.
2. To identify the relationship between the freezing
companies operational structure and its associated
factor costs.
3. To analyze' allY real increase in the cos ts of
killing alld processing livestock.
4. To 'identify the relationship between stock
throughput numbers and real killing and processing
costs, using capacity utilization as a measure of
,;os,t-ef ficiency.
5. To model real killing and processing costs and
predict these costs.
6. To eX,amine the implications for the company and the
i_~<iu,~try"Qf:,'an'y ,,~,~9;1 ,J,ncr:~~:9~_~:_:Of,de9,7e~s~~:,i~ thes~
costs ari'sing from differe~t capacity utilization
le~els. '
7. To suggest ways to limit any cost increases that may
occur in the ,future.
1.2 Killing And Processing Costs
this n'!'ort" k~:lling.ardpl:oc~ssing
company cos ts of kiliing' (sV;ugh tering)
resulting carcases and by products.
costs
stock
pe rtain to ac ual
and proces sing the
p~biishedkilnIig ~hd fr~ezing~;;;'cil~ethal:g\,s, s1.ldi as those in
the New Zealand Meat Producers Board Annual Reports, pert~ih'h6~e~~r to
charges (costs to the producers) for carcases only. These charges allow
for cop.servative trr()\lg!)P',1t fl()wS and normal profiF lIIft;gins. The
un!'llblisred w~ts .fpr, prpcessip? by,., pr()duc;.ts ',~t;e Pff7'set<by the
processing ,cOInpanie~ 11sipgrevep.refr()1" the sale of the by'!,roducts.
CHAPTER 2
INTRODUCTION TO COMPANY
This report is based on analysis of factor
confidentially supplied by a New Zealand Freezing Company.
was a multi-plant processor of sheep and lamb for export
licensed meat exporter.
cost
The
and
data
ompany
was' a
The number of processing works owned by the company, their
combined throughput capacity and the combined throughput number
processed has changed during the 9 seasons for which data was supplied,
ie. 1970/71 through 1978/79. Figure 2.1 depicts combined capacities
and throughputs expressed in lamb.eqllivalents for the period studied.
In order to complete an accur:a.t.e and realistic analysis, the
relationship between the freezing company's operational structure and
its associated factor costs must be clearly identified. To assist the
reader in this task, the physical movement of sheep and lambs through a
represent~tive processing works is described using a flow chart.
The freezing company providing information operated each of its
processing works using the "single site" concept prevalent in the New
Zealand Meat Processing Industry.
The "single si te" concept means that slaugh tering, dressing,
grading, conditioning, cooling, chilling, packing, freezing and storing
meat and edible by products is combined with processing tallow, b~ood,
bone, hides, wool, casings and inedible by products at the same plant.
A representative New Zealand "single-site" plant is illustrated by
the flow chart (Figure 2.2). This representative plant procesSeS only
sheep and lamb throughputs. In some cases, such plants would also
process beef and pigs On the same site but use seperate buildings for
killing and dressing the individual stock classes.
Sheep and lamb carcases are moved through processing works by the
mechanical 'chain ·system.. The number of chains in the representiltive
work"'illustrated by Ehie flow chilrt isS; Actual· chain iiumbers in New
Zealand works PJ:"0cesl'i,ng sheep and lambs range. from 2 to 6.
The various processing works owned by
information each had the same general sheep and
the representative works. The physical layout
according to geographic location, number
construction. While the exact internal laY()llt
3.
the company providing
lamb throughput flows as
of these works varied
of chains and year of
of these works varied
4.
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fllightly,
processing
works.
the mechanical chain system, manning standards and overall
sequence were reasonably standardized for all the company's
2.0 Company Structure
The company's operational strudi:ure cOplprtsed 5 divisions and
their departments; These divisions and their· departmentS all had
associated factor cost", components.' When these compooe:nts are
aggrega t",d.' ~hey cover the costs of killing and proc<:,ssing jsheep and
lamb throughputs from works g~te. to ex-works.
The opera.tiona1-cost structure of' the CompilnY is classified
a.ccording to the schedu Ie below. The gehera1 location and operationiit
;responflibilit)' of each division and their depa.rtments in relation to tlje
~<:,presentative works is· designated by ar<:,afl A through E on. the fl<iw
'chart". ' f
Operational-Cost Structure
Killing-Dressing Division - (Area A)
1. Divisional Wages an~ Sto~es
1. h·l. 6 Departmental Wa.ges £or;
Shepherds Cooling floor
Slaughtermen Freezer
Board Labour Freezer Loadout
By Products Divisiou (Area B)
2. Divisional Wages and Stores
2.1-2 Departmental
Offals
Guthouse
Wages for;
Bungs and Casings
Wool and Pelt s .
Rendering Division - (Area C)
3. Divisional Total Wa.ges and Stores
Indirect Works Divis:i.on - (Area D; L.imited duties
in areas A,B, and C)
7.
4. Divisional Total Costs,
4.1-4.7 , pepal'~lllel1tal
Energy
Wages
Salaries
Depreciation
plant opel'atil1g ~9sts for;
Sundry
Repairs and Maintenance
Work Shop Loss
Centra1dAdministration Divisio,n (Head>Office) .,. (Area E;
Overides all areas.)
5. Divisional Total ,Costs
5.1-.5>.9,: Departmental Overhead cos ts for;
General Manager
Secretary and,Adminis txation
Controller-Finance
Accounting:: S'e:rvi'C'es
Corporate Planning
Shipping and Distribution
Ptocessing:Division
'Unrecc;>vered Railage and Pool Guarantee
Stock" ·ProcllTement
Head' Office Departmental
Department have not been included
study period.
Overhead Costs for the
as it operated autonomously
Marketing
during the
Factor costs associated with certain special-lamb cuts have not
been included to ensure confidentiality.
2.1 Functic;>ns Of Divisions And Departments
The divisions and their,,: departments are, responsible for the following
functions ;
1. Killing and Dressing Division
Divisional Wage,? cglllPl'ise the aggl'egategf wag'i's,for ,the
following Departments;
Shepherds - Unload, count, sort and move stockthr9ugh
the Yards: to the "sticking: p'i'ns.:
Slauglltermen.,., Kill,stock,. dress and, trim carcases.
Board Labour,,.. AssiBt slaughtermen, inspect; hang, and
wash carcases, clean and sweep slaughterboard.
Cooling Floor - Grade, count, stamp, weigh and bag
carcases.
8.
Freezer - Cut, bone, sort, package and stack carcases.
Freezer Loadout - Ticket, pallet and load carcases for
ex-works market destinations.
Division Stores - Part of over 2000 inventory items
including gloves,'kriilTe~, h",lmets, blllli:~, brollllls; 'bags,
cartons, chemicals, hoses and other,goods specific,t,ll
killing-dressing.
2. By Products Division
Divisional Wages comprise the aggregate of: wages for the
following Departments;
Offals - Trim, clean, inspect and package:ed,ible llnd
inedible meat and organs.
Guthouse - Pull, stri'p"imd cle"ri edible and'inedibl'e nieat
and organs.
Bungs and Casings - Cut,clean, sort, sidt and package
bungs and casings.
Wool and Pelts - Scrape pelts, clean: and sprt' wool,
preserve hides.
Divisional Stores - Part of over 2000 inventory items
including plastic bags, barrels'; salt, scrapers, knives,
cartons and other goods specific to by ,products.
3. Rendering Division
Divisional Wages .,.Wages,p"id for rendering offals' into
melll;' tallow, blood and bone •
Divisional Stores - Part of 2000 inventory items including
meal bags, chemicals, plastic bags and other goods
specific to rendering,
4. Indirect Works Division
Indirect Works Division costs"re t1:jl! llggregllti! ,of the:
Departmental Plant Operating Costs for the following
departments;
Energy -, Coal, ' oil, and' electric power' for', thl! operation
of each works.
Wages - Works carpenters, engineers, storemen, carriers,
first aid workers and alFotherpellpleeinployed:
on a yearly basis using an hourly wage rate.
Salaries ::"On::"works lIlariagi!ineht' and' sidi.'ried'office
workers.
Depreciation - Depreciation of plant and equipment at
'each' '1'10rks,
Sundry - Works insurance,crates. crents, laundry; freigh t
for inward'; goods ,cafeteria eXpenSl!$; ',' s tat'ionery,
vehicle expenses; i nventoryc ,Ills se'S; andassociated
cos<ts'~
9.
Repairs and Maintenance - Works repairs and maintenance,
material purchases for works improvements,
includes all costs associated with hygiene.
Ivorkshop Loss - Costs incurred providing works staff ilnd
employees with meat.
5. Central Administration Division (Head Office)
Central Administration Division costs are the aggregate of
Departmental Overhead Costs for the following departments;
General Manager - Salaries, superannuation, printing,
stationery, telephone, vehicle, secretarial and
other sundry costs of senior company management.
Secretary and Administration - Salaries, superannuation
and sundry costs of department management, staff
~raining, public relations, travel, donations,
head office depreciation, insurance, lighting and
heating.
Controller-Finance - Interest paid on overdrafts and term
loans. Net of interest earned.
Accounting Services - Salaries, superannuation,
stationery, computer services and sundry costs
of the accounting department.
Corporate Planning - Salaries, superannuation, stationery
and sundry costs of the corporate planning
department. Includes costs for engineers located
in the head office.
Shipping and Distribution - Salaries, superannuation,
stationery and sundry costs of the shipping and
distribution department.
Processing Division - Salaries, superannuation, stationery
and other sundry costs of by products
administration industrial relations managers and
operation of company farms.
Unrecovered Railage and Pool Guarantee - Cost of
transporting stock past nearest export works,
freight and pool guarantee losses.
Stock Procurement - Net cost of stock procurement,
drafters salaries and travel expenses, cost of
stock kept on company farms and in holding yards.

CHAPTER 3
REAL PER CARCASE COSTS
3.0 Costs
In thisr"portboth divis~qIlal"Ilclcl"P1lrtm"ntal costs have been
calculated on a, per carca~e, ,re~l (inflation acljusted), multi-plant
basis. In producing these 'results, 'a number of conversions were
neces sary.
Since several classes: of stock were processedi'(ie. mut ton, lamb,
and beef) total throughputs were converted to lamb ,equivalent terms
using approximatefi;ctqrs derived ,in con$ultation with the company. It
should be pointed out that: beef processing, o~ly accounted for less than
4% of total throughput, and pertained "to only a 'f"w departments. Costs
were converted from a nominal to a real basis by the use of specific
indices develqped for .this stlidy. (I'urther detail is : available from
Clemes, 1984.)
Costs and thrqughputs w"pe amalgamated over, all plants operating
during the study period., There was a single discrete change in the
number of plants operated by : the company c1uriIlg the study period;
..- . -. . .
further comment on this is made later.
carcase, costs for killing and
shown in Table 3.1 The relative
within these costs are shown in Table
available in Clemes, 1984.
annual total real t per
during 1970-1979 are
of individual divisions
detailed information is
The
processing
importance
3.2. More
The reader is reminded that these costs cannot be compared
directly with published per carcase charges as quoted by the New Zealand
Meat Producers Board for reasons outlined in Chapter 1.
II.
12.
TABLE 3.1
LAMB EQUIVALENT REAL COSTS, KILLING AND PROCESSING ($1979)
Season
1970/71
1971/72
1972/73
1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78
1978/79
Total
18,473,434
21,365,809
28,316,293
29,625,301
36,104,976
40,761,498
38,224,812
40,284,768
36,897,748
Per c/c
.9087
8.8045
7.6375
9.0325
9.077
8.1666
8.472
8.4768
9.602
TABLE 3.2
DIVISIONAL PER CARCASE REAL COSTS AS A PER CENT OF TOTAL (%)
.
Division Season
1970/71 1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79
I Killin,!-
23 23 30 26 33 33 31 33 33Dress~ng
.
By Products 18 18 19' 17 18 19 18 18 17
,
Rendering 2 2 2 2 1.5 1 1 1 1
)
Indirect Works 32 31 35 34 35 36 38 35 35
central Admin. 25 26 14 21 12.5 11 12 13 14
Total all I
divisions 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 I!
-w

CHApTER 4
FACTORS AFFECTING REAL PER CARCASE COSTS 1970-79
During the
increased 22% in
atiempt to explain
at length.
study
real
this.
period total killing and
te.rms. Sever",l fact~rs were
Four factors ·In partIcular
processIng costs
inveSti~a~~d in an
were investIgated
4.0 Hygiene ExpendItures
One reason provIded by the company for the real increase in their
cost·s was the large non"-productive expend:l.ture on hygienerequiremerits
undertaken dur:ing the study period.
Large hygiene .expendi tures arising from . the Hygiene Regulations
Act 1971 have been associat:ed with rlsirigriomiriar per carcasekl111rig
arid freeZing costs for all freezing works~n the industry, .. Nordmeyer
(1974) ;·Davis (1979/80) estimated hygiene expenditure would· total $382
million ($1979) for the entire industry to comply with the regulations
and c~~clude~ the expenditure would lead to associated operating cost
Increases for· all freezing works •
For·t:he·compariy itself, real per carcase cost increased from
1970/71 to 1978/79 by 91% in the Killing-Dressing Division Wages and by
43% for Indirect Works Departmental Repairs and Maintenance.
In the Killing-Dressing Division, slaughtermen, board labourers
and inspectors have been added steadily since 1971 to satisfy the
hygiene regulations. Schedules of manning standards are confidential,
however standards for one works show the number of hourly workers
<increased from>704 in 1975/76 to·· 741 in 1978/79 iri the Killing"'Dressirig
Division.' to fulfill hygiene requirements. This increase added
approXimately $0.09 ($1979) to per carcase costs. While the additiorial
labour was necessary to satisfy the Hygiene Regulatioris Act 1971, CIt ·has
been of no value in increasing productivity per labour hour at the works
level.
Indirect Works Departmental Repairs arid Maintenance ·costs also
include expenditure for the upgrading or replacement of plant and
equipment to ·sa tisfy the Hygiene Regulations Act 1971. In almo" t· all
cases theupgradio.g or replacement: of plant and equipment to satisfy the
regulations has not Cincreasedtheworks~productivity; Company sources
suggest it has had the opposite effect in certain areas of the
slaugh terboard due to crowding already tight spaceallocat:ions for
equipment and labourers.
15.
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4.1 Reallocation Of Factors Between Divisions And Departments
One method for the company to limi t the
carcase costs would have been to change
capital allocations.
real increase in its per
its internal staffing and
pUbst:it)lting efficient divi.sional inputs fo" less "fficie)lt ones
when possible in the processing system could have 'limited the real
increase in per car Case costs. If this were the case the real
proportion (percentage) of each division's contribution to Killing and
Processing per carcase costs would have changed over the period. In
this study, however, it was found that there had been no significant
deliberate change in the real proportion of each divisions contribution
to Killing and Processing Cos ts as shown in Table.)
In 1'172/73 the Killing.,.Dressing Divisi0nCs Pl'opol'tion did . increase
but only due to a directres)llt, of the i)lqeasein manning s tal1dard~for
hygiene requirements. In 1972/73 the Central I\dministration Division~s
proportion decreased due only to the acquistion of a fourth works with
no corresponding increase in Division staff numbers. In 1973/74 this
Divi~ion~s prop9rtionincreased a,s staff pumberswere increased' to cope
.Wi th ,th",., addi tion,al.thrqlighput nump",rs. Then ill the following seasons
't!)is Division~s" :proP9rtion remained constant as th", acquired works
g",salI\'" fully 9pengionaland higher throughput l",v",ls wel'eachieved.
Within divisions, it was further found that d",Partmel1ta+ per
carcase costs show the same trend as the Divisional per carcase costs)
wi th only sligh t increases or decreases arising primarily from temporary
nter.,.d",partmenta+s taffmovemel1ts or.cyclicalmat",rialcpurchas",s.
4.2 Technological Changes
Technological ilI\provement~ at the works lev",l cOlild,hav", increased
pr()ductivity and limited the ,real incl'ease in Killing, and Processing
'C.osts during the study period. An increase in pl',oductivity (stock
Proc",ss",d p",l' labour unit) at the works level would have had··the same
",ffect opthese costs.
Cameron (1976) sugges ts for the meat industry overall, a slow rat,e
of technological change at the works level and emphasizes the fall in
,labou r product ivity. " The .company concurs tha,t technological
'JmproveIIlents at their wOl'ks i,sole+y·fol'increasingproduct'ivi toy; 'have
b",enlimitedand would not have .had a'Significantaffectonp",r carcase
"cos ts 'during the period. -They also note thatprodlict ivi,ty (s,tock
,p"ocessed,p",r.Jaboul'ul1it},is,fix",dby.thesystem ,of .maximum _daily kiJl
and this, did not altel' during.thenine:seasons. The individual works
-l1Jaximul1J '<jailychaintallies (chainsal'e g",al'edto exactly',achieve ,these
tallies) were
1970/71 through
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constant at either 3000 or 3500 lambs per chain (""m'the
1978/79 seasons, which supports the company's statement •
•3 "Throughput ,Nl1mbers
The, fourth condition which may have affected the company's per
car case costs were changes in throughput numbers during the study
period. It is generally claimed that higher throughput numbers, given
the same capacity, will result in lower per carcase costs.
Seasonal stock throughput numbers (lamb equivalents) processed by
the company have variec!"v"r th", rifle se"~,,n~,' }n,~lle 1?7Q(71 and
1971/72 seasons, throughput nl1mbers were'less than 2,700,000 (LE). In
the 1972/73 season, throughpl1t numbers increased to over 3,400,000 (LE),
due to the acquisition of an additional plant. In the following season,
}973/74, thr"l1ghputs de"reas,ed appr"x~mately400,QOO,(LE). In 1974/75
,th\'Yincre"se<i to ap Pfo"i Illate1Y,4,OOO,OOO, (LE) In 1975/7fJ, 19{9/77f-'J.d~977/7 8 seasonal thro\lghp\lt s were ,all "bov", 4,500,000 (LE)" d",crea~~ng
Ap approxiwate1y3,800,000 CLE) in 1??8/79. The increases,o, decr"a§es
in seasonal thrpl1ghpl1t nl1mbers at the cowpany works follow national
tren(js in"seasonal thfOl1ghpu~, variat~oI1~ (New Zealand Heat Prodl1cer
lloard ArlOu"l Reports,1971 throl1gh 1979),
Figl1res (4.1-4.6) show graphically, for each division, the
compa llys !,e"l p",r,c"rca"", costs plotted agai"st its, throl1ghpl1t numbers
fp,seaso"~"I1c!~I1gAuiust, 31~, It should be noted that c!ivi~ipn"l
thfoughpu~ n\lmb"rs (jonot ag,ee dl1e to the use of different ratios when
""oI1v"fpng stockc~as~es to l"mb equivalents.
4.4 Transltionary Seasons, 1970/71-1973/74
It must be also noted that an accurate int,,~pretation Of these
~ra~h~<:n r",~aHon~!)ips can o~ly be made with knowledge of faCtors
'affecting company' structure' during th", 1970/71 t:lll:"ugh1973!74 seasons.
During these four transitionary seasons accounting procedures'were
improved, in part by computers, and thus factor cost information was
more defined onwards from the 1972/73 seasons. Also, an additional
works was acquired by t!)e company at the end of the 1971/72 season.
Rationalization of this works followed at that time, finishing at the
end of the 1973/74 season.
For all divisions, the graphs show an increase in both real per
carcase costs and throughputs from the 1970/71 to 1971/72 seasons. This
increase in real costs (apart from that due to hygiene expenditure
discussed in Section 4.1) was attributed to more accurate factor cost
information, rather than a decrease in efficiency due to the higher
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thr<iughp~t numbers.
In the 1972/73 season, a marked increase in throughput numbers and
a significant decrease in real per carcase costs is shown by the graphS.
The significant decrease in costs in this season was adir~c~ r~sult ?f
the increase in throughputs of approximately 700,000(LE).from the
acquired works, with no increase in managerial or salaried staff
numbers. In particular, the Indirect Works and Central Administration
Rivi~iongaphssho", theeq"ct, of~nc.re,asingthroughR~t~,without
J~d jtls til"lgmanageri~lo"Bal,artedstaff numb""s.St~ff adjustmen~s ~eg~n
""fly in 19D in, tile, Il"ldi"e~~ Works Divisiorrand were 'colllpleted,befo"e
. the 1973/74 se~son,.~~~ff adjus~mel"lts ,,,,ere ma.de just pr'ior to the
1973/74 season in the Central Administration Division. '
.5 Relationships Between Costs And Throughputs
A clear rela.tiorlshipbetween" real per carcase costs and
tllr"t1gh#~t s is , showIl ' for each division1n Gtill'hs 4.1 alld. 4.5 provided1:h~1974/75, thI"0ugh 197817 9 "ea~ons are, vie",~dSeparii1:Hy from' the
1970(71 "through, 1973/74transitionary s~a~ons.· IIlth" 1974175 through
197~l79 seasqnst?tal killing ~nd ,pr0c.essing ,r,eal 'per carcase costs
steadily decreased asthroughp~t numbers, inqeas"d fr?II1"pp,,?xf.II1atety
3,800,000 (LE) to 4,700,000 (LE) (Graph 4.6). Throughout this latter
period, capacity was constant.
FoH:hesefive seasons all the Division gr~ph~show the same
, trend, , ",ith, ""alpe.rc"rcas" cos ts decr"aSing iisthr"ugh put" increiise.
The only excepti~n 1sthe 2.5% increase in ,By Product ,Dlvision cO"ts
when throughputs increased by approximately 135,000 (LE) • This 2,5%
inc rease \.;as due to CO's'ts incurred in ino-re thorough proces'sing 'bf
offals, wool and peltS in response to higher expo'rt prices for these
products relative to other s"ason's price" during thesttldy peri,?d.
Previously it was mentioned that hygiene expenditure had increased
,?'1<lr tile "tu<lY, pe"H:>d • ,If. it is assum",d these expel"lse"increased
"IlIl'l~lly th"Il,apy,,,djustmel"ltqf Fig'lres4.1~0 4.6~0 co" r",,, t .fer
Cll"l"lgil"lg hYi>i"ue c()s~s ,can only iIDpl:'"ye the c'larity ()f the neg<ltiye
r",Ia'tiqu"hip berweel"l cos ts andthrqughput, ' ",
F'IGl)R'E:4.
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CI!I\PTER 5
CAPACITY UTILJZATIONS
o ReliltionshipsBetween Costs And Capacity Utilization
In Chapter Four, the Figures 4.1and 4.5 suggested that real per
costs were strongly affected by throughputs for any given
level. A more general form of the !'bove relationship can be
by comparing costs with capacity utilization levels .
Full capacity (100% capacity), the maximum number of lamb
equivalents that can be feasibly processed during a season, for the
company's works has been cal.culated for each, of the nine seasonS. in the
study period and for each of the three seasons following. As the
company acquired an additional works and rationalized it during the
s ~lldy period, full .capacity has JlOt been Cons tanto
TABLE . I
Full Capilcity Calculations (100%Capacity)/
1970-1982
================================================================~=====
200 Working Days
Lamb Equivalents
--""--""--""--""---""------""-------------_._-_.._---.~--
1970/71 & 1971/72
1972/73
1973/74 - 1981/82
3,900,000
5,700,O()0
6,900,0()0
======================================================================
The full capacities above have been calculated using a 5 day, 40
weeks season •. ,This is 8 weeks . shorter than "he one .suggested by
Sheppard (1982); Company sources indicate however that running all
chains at capacity during a s"fisonof this length would necessitate a
minimum 12 weeks close-down period for repairs and maintenance. The 40
week Period dOeS. not include. Saturd!,ymorning kills._
Figures 5.1 through 5.] show graphicillly the effect of cilpacity
utilization on real per "arcase costs for the 1970/71 through 1978/79
seasons ending August 31. ,These graphs also show predicted real per
carcase costs for the 1970/71 through 1981/82 seaso"swb1ch will be
discussed in the next sect!qn~
25.
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It should also be noted tha't
divisions do not agree due to
converting different stock classes
~ap~city utilization percentages
the use of different ratios
to lamb equivalents.
for
when
With the exception of the transitionary seasons 1970/71 through
1973/74, explained in Chapter 4, all the division" real per carcase
costs decrease'as capacity.uHllzation increases; Figure 5; 2'shows 'the
trend for Killing and Processing Costs for 1974/75 through 1978/79,
which omits the transitionary seasons. The trends are similar in all
divisions for the 1974/75 through 1978/79 seasons.
The' basic reasonsfo'r the strong relationships shown in the above
graphs, and in the graphs of the' previous chapter will, be'examiil'ed'''in
Chapter 6.
5; 1 Comparing Low And High"Thtollgh put '. Seasons
For Killing and
utilization from 55%
carcase costs by 17.5%
Processing Costs, the iil'crease in 'cap'acity
(1978/79) to 72% (1975/76) decreased real per
or $1.44 ($1979), from $9.602 to $8.166.
Table 5.2 .shows the real increase or decrease in the company's
overhead, chain determined,and y~ri~b*e costs for the same two periods.
As explained further in Section '6.3.1, "overhead costs" refer to fixed
cos ts incurred regardless of chains being open or not, "chain determined
costs" refer to costs directly associated with individual chains, and
"variable" costs are those directly associated with throughput volumes.
The increase in cap.aci'ty utilization caused, as e_}Cp~«;-.~,~4,,_ a
decrease in real per carcaSe overhead and chain .<;letermi[le~ costs (all
fixed costs once in the p~riqd, of all-chain operation). ,'l'I1e,;,ncrease in
real per carcase variable co~ts which occurred wa~ attribut~d primarily
to fluctuations in inventories (Stores) which occur oversea~ons of high
and low throughput numbers.
TABLE 5.2
Increased Capacity Utilization (1978/79)-(1975/76)
($1979)
Cost
Overhead
Chain Determined
Variable
Total Decrease
Increase + or Decrease -
($ per c"rcase)
-0.82
-0.86
+o~i4
-1;44
======================================================================
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Since total costs increased from $36,897,748 ($9.602 x 3,842,715)
to $40,761,498 ($8.166 x 4,991,245) the average Killing and Processing
Cost per additional throughput (average marginal cost) was $3.36 ($1979)
per carcase.
5.2 Marginal Cos ts At High Throughputs
For the 197b/71through 1981/82 seasons actual capacity
utilizaUon was !i'ighest in the 1980/81 season for all divisions except
Central Adminisiration. In this division it was approximately equal to
the 1975/76 season which was the highest in the actual study period.
(As was stated in Section 5,2 capacity utilizations will not agree for
all divisions due' to the. use of different conversion ratios when
converting export beef to lamb e.quivalents.)
In order to predict the additional effect of increasing capaci ty
utilizatIon on per carcase costs a comparison was sought betweenlhe
highest 'capaci ty ut ilization season. (1980/81) and the second h ighes t
cap!,city utilizaUon season (1975/76). While !,ctual costs for 1975/76
were available, costshlld to be predicted for 1980/81. To enable the
abqye comparison the effect on per cai'case costs of increasing capac,ity
utilization (by increasing throughputs) was estimated for each of the
divisions shown in Figures 5.1 through 5.6 using regression analysis of
the functional form, Y = a+b/X where;
Y total cost
X lamb equivalents (throughp"iit:
The predicted real per carcase costs for the Central
Administration Division shown in Figure 5.7 were made using the same
foim, but with Y=per car case costs. The change in the dependent
variable was necessary to obtain significant test statistics as this
division's costs are all fixed. (A summary of the test statistics is
given in Clemes, 1984.)
For Killing and Processing Costs the increase
utilization from 72% (1975/76) to 76% (1980/81) decreased
per carsase costs by $0.34 ($1979) from $8.166 to $7.83.
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Table 5.3 shows the increase or decrease in the overhead, chain
determined and variable costs for the same two periods.
TABLE 5.3
Increased Capacity Utilization (1975/76)-(1980/81)
($1979)
======================================================================
Cost
Overhead
Chain determined
Variable
Total Decrease
Increase + or Decrease -
($ per carcase)
-0.06
-0.23
-0.05
-0.34
=======================================================================
Since total costs increased from $40,761,498 ($8.166 x
to $41,187,500 ($7.831 x 5,259,020) the predicted average
Processing cost per additional throughput (average marginal
$1.59 ($1979) per carcase.
4,991,245)
Killing and
cost) was
The implication of this fall in average additional costs
the marginal cost curve is relatively low at higher levels of
utilization.
is that
capacity

CHAPTER 6
THE MUl.ThCI{AIN $YSTEMAND ITS EFFI,CTSON COSTS
6;0 Effect Of> Seasonality On N.Z. Meat Processing
Thesea>sonal' weatherc:ondi t'ions of New Zealand mean that stock
(sheep' and lambs) production is' planned for the period of maximum
pasture growth'which results in a seasonal snpply>of stock to the works
fbrprocessing;
One effect of this is the often discussed peak kill period,
usually January, February and March in the South Island (Innes" and
Zwart, 1979). Outside the peak kill period there is a staggered flow
rate> of, >sto~k >to the works during October, November and December and
April,» May, June and July_
The length of the peak
depends primarily on feed
geographic location of the
throughput numbers in anyone
kill> period and the staggered
conditions, individual farming
f"rm', 'type of lamb produced
season.
flow rate
practices)
and also
The company has adapted its processing system to cope with their
peak kill period and the staggered rate of stock flows to their works,
through use of>a murti-chainsystem.
6.1 The Multi-Chain System
The flow chart >of >Chapter 2 provided a representative introduction
to the multichainsystem. Details of the chain system specific to the
company for the study period are given below.
The maximum daily kill (set by union negotiations) for the
company's works is set at either 3000 or 3500 lambs per chain depending
on the individual works and can not be exceeded. For each chain fixed
manning standards apply. These determine the maximum manning levels the
company must budget for. Certain historical agreements have meant that
manning standards do not increase in linear fashion as chains are
opened, as shown in Table 6.3.
38.
The staggered rate at which;on7farm stock is sent to the works
necessitates the company to open its chains in sequence with the flow
rate, while not exceeding the maximum daily kilL per chain •
Initially, stock starts arrlvlng at the works in early October and
the No.1 chain starts operating at this time. Stock numbers st~adily
increase through November to December and the No.2, No.3 or (for a 5
chain works) the No.4 and ,No.5 chains ;areopen!"d a",cordirg to> th~ flpw,
and under the maximum rl"ilykill constraint:.
Once the No .3 ,( 0,r,No.5). chains are>opened, all -.<:hH;!,n_s are kept
fully operationalfive'days·-per'week (wi-tha;,Saturday_;morning kill when
necessary during the peak ,period}unti.l ,insuff;!,cient stock>;!,s available
for the operation of all chains. At this time, usually Hay p,r JUn!",the
-process reverses with the No.5 (for a 5 chain works) or the No.3 (for a
3 chain works) closing first, with the other chains following on a
'last·on/first-offba;sis until alL chains are closed at the end. of the
season,' usually in July or' Augus'L
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate the timing of chain operations wi.th
the flow rate of stock for a 3 and 5 chain works in a representative
season.
TABLE 6. I
Timing of ChainOpera;tions
3 Chain Works
::;:::::;::::::::==,==;=:==:::========'==c=============:;::=;:::;===='=========:::====.::::=;::;::========:::::::
Cha in No. Date Cumulative Sheep and Lamb
Kill
-------------- -_._--.---_._.
1
2
3
3
2
1
on
ort
on
off
off
off
21 Oct.
11 Nov.
24 Nov.
3 June
5 June
11 June
o
29,386
76,095
1.,229,607
1,252,447
1.,260,,.840
Period of all~chain operation 76,095 to 1,229,607 sheep
arid lambs.
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TABLE 6.2
Timing of Chain Operations
5 Chain Wor1>s
===================================================================
Chain No. Date
1 on 6 Oct.
2 on 13 Oct.
3. on 5 Nov.
4 on 17 Nov.
00' Dec.
5 off 26 May
4 off 27 May
3 off 3 June
2 off 12 June
1 off 21 July
Cumulative Sheep and Lamb
Kill
o
17,552
89,381
122,680
206,060
1,635,798
1,647,796
1,690,350
1,734,813
1,857,089
Period of all-chain operation 206,060 to 1,635,798 sheep
and lambs.
====================================================================
Op.c~ f c~ain is opened, IllfpniIlg st"nd,,~ds required for processing
on :hftchain are fixed an~dopot alt~r regardless of throughput until
the chfip is closed. Low dfiJ.Y('~fin tallies donot r~duce the manning
~tandfrds!. nor d~ th~y. ~educe th~. nUInber of paid hours, even if less
than"eight hours are worked due to the low tallies.
'At the beginning of the season, espeCially in
throughpu:~" chains .' tend to fill their maximum
rel,ari\,el)'q'lickly and thus tot"l manning levels and
tend to merge relatively quickly.
those
daily
total
with high
kill levels
throughputs
The closing of chains at the end of the season is not nearly as
systematic and manning levels decrease more slowly than do stock lows.
This carry ove" .o~ excess labour is most noticeable in seasons 0 low
throughput numbers.
6.2 Fixed And Variable Costs
Bannock, Baxter and Reeves (1978) define fixed costs in the short
run as costs that do not vary with output and variable costs as those
COsts that vary with output.
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The New Zealand Freez~ng Companies Association
(Anon.,1979) imply fixed costs typically make up approximately
variable c6stS 88% of a 1'pri<s .proeessiIlgcP"F structure.
(Inc.),
12% and
The company, at the stare of atypical season, classifies its
Killing and Processing Costs as 12% "fixed" (eg office expenses), 35%
"s~mi __variable" (costs that have a "fixed" .cOI11Ponentegenergy)"nd 53%
"variable", (eg chain labOur, stores).
Analysis of company manning standards (in particular those
positions that are m"nned, regardless of the number 0f~hains operating)
suggested however, t!lat many of the cOl11panies "semi-variable" and
"variable" costs were better interpreted as."fixed" f()sts. B~cause of
the maximum daily kill agreements it can be "ssumed th.".t all ch"ins will
be open at some stage of the season. Because of the fixed manning
standards most l"pour ."osts will in fact?e incurred regardless of
throughput numbers in." season - ie they are fixed COStS to the company.
Table 6.4 reveals. thatin a typical season, 8.6% of tot.al costs could
thus be interpreted. a? "fixed costs·. '" .Such proportions make it
inevitable that increasing though put must?igp.if~cantly·reducecost per
uni t of through put. . . .
6.3 Chain Opening And Cost Proportions
1~~e~F'-on? •fet~~~llC~ w"slIl~d~ to the effect ()n U~edi (o()s ts offixedmann~ngstal."lq"r4?!ind delayeq ic::losing of cha~%atSeasonend~ To
,,~xaTIlin~,this Inpr;e:c19sely" 1:P~Cil COS1:S:t9T A r~pre.~~ntative", ~~~pq,n,,' ~ere
apportioned as follows. A firs tcategoryof "fixed"cos ts<\,,~re(.those
not affected by the number of chains operating. Of these some(eg
central office) were not affected by the length of the killing season
while ()thersi(egenergY)\"~.'ie.. As.econdq"tegory p~ :'fix~d" "pstS were
those associated 1'ith the opening of successi ve cha~ns, These
,""h".in-determinedcos ts" were in turn appprtioned ,pet\""eIl . individual
chains based on the company's. wage rec::ords. Alf 8th"r costs were
defined as variable costs that varied directly with annual throughput
(eg stores) •
•4 Budgeted Manning Standards And Ad,jJ~ted Chain Costs
Based on agreements negotiated between the company and various
unions a schedule of expected manning levels per chain is compiled
annually. The relevant schedules for·a typical ,season of the study
j)'eriod are reproduced in Table 6.3, expressed in labour units and
converted to index values ..
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Table.6.3
Budgeted Manning Standards for ~Typical Season
(Indexed Labour Units.)
======================================================================
5' Chain Works
Budge ted Chain 1
Budgeted Chain 2
Budgeted Chain 3
Budgeted Chain 4
Budgeted Chain 5
3 Chain Works
Budgeted Chain 1
Budgeted Chain 2
Budgeted Chain 3
Labour Uni ts
Labour Uni ts
Labour Units
Labour Units
Labour Units
Labour Units
Labour Units
Labour Units
17.7
10.6
9,4
11.2
8.1
24,2
17.6
15.2
======================================================================
. \oIi thin these budgeted manning standards, allowance ismadeJor the
employment of some labour units in advance of, or later than their
assigned chain opening. For ins tance, in the budgeted standards for
chain 4, allowance is made for a period of time in which chain 5 labour
is employed even though chain 5 was not actually open.
The weekly costs fqroperating individual chains will thus not
always correspond to budgeted levels. To correct for this problem,
adjusted costs have been calculated for a typical season in the study
period. These adjustments have been based on actual wage records, the
resulting' per-chain cos tS<lppearin Table 6.4 expressed in index value
'form, Adjustments could only be made for a 5 ch<lin pl<lnt, however, the
same pa ttern C<ln be expected for a'3 .• ch<lin plant.
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TABLE 6 .4
Allocation of 'Costs ,for~Typical 43
'Week Season (Index Values)
=====================================================~=~==============
Weeks Annual
Involved _.c_!8!''':L._.
Overhead Costs
Fixed Costs-Unaffected by Season Length
Fixed Costs-Affected by Season Length
Chain Determined CostS
Costs Fixed While Chain 1 Open
Costs Fixed While Chain 2 Open
Costs Fixed While Chain 3 Open
Costs Fixed While Chain 4 Open
Costs Fixed While Chain 5 Open
Total Fixed Costs
Variable Costs
Variable costs Relating to Throughput
Total All Costs
Per
Week
.28
.49
.29
.32
.33
.36
.25
43
.43
43
37
33
30
28
12.00
21.00
12.57
11.68
11.01
10.70
7.04
86.00
14.00
100.00
'==:;:======:=:::::::::=:::::::===.==:====::::::======:===:===;:=:===,=========:====:==:::====::::======;:::,,=='=,:::====:=====
The major feature of Table 6.4 is the revelation that
weekly costs for individual chains wary considerably
indica ted by the. .budgeted mannings tandards.
the average
from those
In particular the last· chain has m"rkedly_ lower average .weekly
costs than the No. 3 and No.4 chains. Chainlalsohas loweccost
than that indicated by ,the budgeted data .•
6.5 Benefits Of All-Chain Operation
Once all chains are fully operating overhead costs are spread over
maximum permitted throughput numbers and weekly real per carcase costs
are minimised. The total effect of this on annual costs depends on the
duration of the all-chain period.
In seasons of high throughput numbers the company is able to open
and fully utilize its successive chains rapidly (move into the period of
all-chain operation quickly) and this reduces the period of higher per
carcase costs. If throughput numbers are low in a season, chain
openings and attainment of full utilizations are slower (delaying the
move into the period of all-chain operation) and this lengthens the
period of high per carcase costs with the effect of increasing average
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costs for the season.
At the end of a season when successive chains are closed, the
carryover of labour makes the reduction of chain determined costs
sticky, with non-productive wages being paid. In particular, this
situation occurs towards the end of a season with low throughput
numbers, during which overtime and Saturday morning kills have been
restricted. Once again, this situation has the effect of increasing
average real per carcase costs for the season.

CHAPTER 7
POSSIBLE STRt\rEGIES FOR I).EDUCING PROq:SSING cOSrS, .FOR
INDIV~DUALCOMPANIES
7.0 Spreading The Kill
Much discussion on limiting increases ·in kilUng
charges has centred on spreading the seasonal kill since
the Kill Sub-Committee" of the Agriculture Production
Committee reported on its benefits in 1970.
and freezing
the "Spread of
Councils Meat
HerUhy c(1970)suggested,spread!ng. the 'ac tual ,seasOtlal, ki,ll .would
benefit the freezing, companies by
. capi·tal (higher capacity utilization)
more permanent employment.
allowing a ,more efficient use of
arldl9w!"rwag!"riltes ,by providing
The New Zealand Freezing Companies Association (Inc.) (Anon.,1979)
suggested that spreading the actual seasonal kill could be substantially
advantageous to the ,farmer as ,more efficient use of resoo.rces by the
freeiing iildustrywouldultimately - be reflected in lower killing
charges;
·Sl1eppard(1982), while arguing also ,for thebeneHts of il spread
kill in'> improving capaci ty utilization qualifies, this by calling also
for smaller, more flexible, capital intensive works rather than
conventional types of works.
-The above studies implicitly assume that in the face of Hj{ed
thr?ughputs, .. ' spreading of, ,_ the _ kill would enable companies to
correspondingly reduce capacity; in other words -to reduce the number of
',chains operated. Two arguments wouldsugges t that this.is >unlikely.
Firstly'the'peak weeklythroughput·of·say a,five chain works-would need
'to -beguarant<ied of falling by more than 20% (after allowingifor
discretionary Saturday killing)'before the company even contemplated
closing the fifth chain. This guarantee would have to cover both normal
and drought years, and both trouble-free and troublesome years of
indl1s trial c'Onflict; Secondly there appear to be considerable
ins ti tl1tional ilnpediments in '1l1i ttingexcess capaci ty' in the industry.
~h~ppar_~, (1982) f?r .iIl~tanc.e, ,reports that in 1979/80, a record
slaughter year; "no-region in New Zealand achieved maximum monthly
capacity utilization in any month and average ,annual utilization ranged
from 25 percent to 42 percent, depending on region" (p.43).
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If it is assumed tha.t capacity is fixed as far as the company is
i:bncernecl , then s~r~8.din!lth~killbe~0tnes of dubious benefit. Indeed
the company's cost structure, a's revealed in Table 6.4, implies that
spreading a given throughputeverilyJove'r a season c0\tld in fact increase
killing and processing costs compared with the normal peaked pattern.
This result follows from the relative costs of intermediate and final
chains, and of long and short seasohs. This is further discussed in
sect ioh 7.3.
7~ 1 Improving 'Capacity Utilization
For the company's works, the single most important factor in
decreasing real Killing and Processing Costs using improved capacity
tit ilizatioriiscbh'sistentlyh'igh'throughputnumbers.. over 'all seasons.
Itl"addition , to" the cost'savings duetoextended,all~chain9peration,
inore'cbns istent"h igh'capacityutili,za t'ionwould,also ·aid management in
corporate planning; inventory control and select·ing s,taff,l,evelswhich
could further improve efficiency and act to limit future real per
/~~~case cost increases.
EhstiringCollS1stently high se·asb'nalthr.mighputs dependS on a
number of'factors. Some'of the more crucial ortes, such 'a,s woddeconomic
conditions, changes in consumer prefere'tlces, levels of prote:c~:i.ol1:<.in
export markets and New Zealand government incentives or disencentives
are beyond the control of the company. However, improved s'tock rebates
and regional prod,uction incentives 'could be used to "ttract the
throughputs required:forhighcapacitylltilization in the:;companY works
duringseasonsoflowtiational throughput numbers •
The reduction in average per carcase cost of killing and
processing the 1,100;000 additional throughputs 'referredtoin.Table 5.2
indic.atesnsizeablerebatesand other'pr'oduction incen'tives could be ,paid
to regional producers . to. attract s'tock-These r,!gion"l,incen~ive
'payments could thenbeoU~set either by the aMitional' Profit1\!>ility
frommarke ting the 1,100 ;000 carcases ,,·andtheirby..,proc:ll1C~s,or. from the
. additional processiiig revenue, generate~ at the works level if the
:pr,<?ces sing wa'g \; done: fqr:, non~C'9mpanY:Ill¢at<e~pol:'terS, '.
Forexample.,as,:a.:means'. of transfo:rming a s",asonof low c1\paFity
utilizatiori ,(55%), into a highse"son(72%), theCOmPMY could l1av",paid
~,rebate of apptoximatelY$LOO($1979)p",rlamb, equ!valent9Y'H ,111
throughputsandstHlmaintained a $0.44 ($1979)percarc""e,,0~t!,'I:y~ng
i'fthe' transformationocturred,. ., . .
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7.2 Adjustments To Daily Kills
One possible method of adjusting daily kill to reduce costs
i"yolVe .l"nger hqur~ .1?"ing""rkedpeF",."ekday, and maximum daily
being increased more than proportionately to the increased labour
would
kills,
cos ts.
Adjustme,t1t~ \g the maximum daily kill could decrease average per
carcase costs during the period qf all~chain operation.
Company sou.rces indicatea.1;Iigher da~ly per carcase cost. is
associated wi th Saturday mopling kills cgmpared with weekday kills •
Thislsbecause Saturday wage hours .• are at penal rates. while thro,!ghput
cannot exceed half the maximum daily kill. If all Saturday killing was
introduced at regular weekday pay rates under the maximum daily kill,
cos t's ,,,ould be reduced.
7.3 Further Peaking The Kill
(;hangingto allSaturday.killing or to longer week day hours in
the face of constant seasonal throughputs wouldals.o :have the effect of
"peaking the kill". This could eliminate qn-farm management problems
often associated with spreading the actual seasonal kill oncl",sses of
farm,l",nd that cannot ad",pt, and particip",te in off.,peak 'production,
Barton (1973), New Zealand Freedn:g Companies Assqciation (Inc.) (Anqn.,
1979). These produc.ers would'be,:able to have their stock killed more
readily during the peak. While "peaking the kill" rather than
"spreading the kill" does not affect capacity utilisation,itdoes
lengthen the period of all.,chain qperation , and shouldalsq mean a
shofterkilling season, thus the company~s costs for conventional
processing are likely to fall.
In Table 6.4 the weekly costs of operating individual chains in a
normal season have been estimated • To estimate the ef fect on company
costs of a change in normal killirigpatterns these same weekly costs
have been used to construct Table 7.1. In Table 7.1 three different
'kilT patterns have been compared, handling an annual throughput of
approximately 2.6 million L.E. with all patterns assuming that while
chains are open, they are always running at 100% capacity and subject to
adjusted manning standards as discussed in section 6.3.1.
The firs t kill pa tternis:the typically tapered flow referred to
in Table 6.4. The second kill pattern involves a much more evenly
spread flow resulting in a longer season and a shorter all-chain peak.
The third kill pattern is an extremely peaked flow resulting ina short
killing season and a longer all-chain peak. Needless to say many
assumptions have been made in such an analysis but it seems clear, from
a company point of view, that spreading qf the kill for cost reasons
only is of dubious benefit.
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TABLE 7. I
Effect of Fixed Costs of Altering Annual Throughput Flows
Within Existing Plants
(All Values Derived from Table 6.4)
=============~======~===~=~~=====~===~========~=====~~=================
A. Typidal43Wk Pattern (Asshming ChalnsAlwaysaflOO%WhenOpen)
1. 74
2.44
2.82
2.60
43.40
Annual Total
0.29
0.61
0.94
1. 3D
1.55
Cum Kill
90,000
210,000
345,'000
465,000
2,565,000
Determined Costs,
1: 6 wks @ 15000
1-2: 4 wks @ 30000
1...3: 3 wks@ 45000
1-4 2 wks @ 60000
'1-5: 28 wks@ 75000
'Combined
Per wk Cost;:;--:----;::---,---;---:-:;---,-----cc-__---cc---cc ----cc~- ___
Chain
Chain
Chain
Chain
Chain
Chain
Overhead Costs
Fixed Costs - Unaffected by Season Length
Fixed Costs - Affected by Season length 0.49
12.00
21.00
86.00
B. Evenly Spread 48 Wk Pattern (Assuming Chains
Always at 100% When Open)
Cum Kill Per wkcost Annual Total
Chain Determined Costs
Cha.in1: 8 wks at 15000
Chair, 1-2: 7 wksat 30000
Chain 1~3: 5wks at 45000
Chain 1-'4 6 wks at 60000
Chain 1...5 22 wks at 75000
l20;OOO
330,000
555.'000
915,000
2,565;)000
0.29
0.61
0,94
1.30
1.55
2.32
4.27
4.70
7.80
34.10
Overhead Costs
Fixed'Cdsts -'Unaffected by 'Season Length
Fixed Costs ~Affected by Season Length
12.00
23.52
Total Fixed Costs 88.71
C• Peaked 34 .2 Week Season '(Assuming 5 Chains Opened ,and Always at
100%)
Cum Kill PerWk"Cost Annual Total
Chain Determined Cos ts
Chain 1-5 34.2wks @75000 = 2,565,000 1.55
Overhead Costs
Fixed Costs - Unaffected hy Sea.son Length
'Fixed 'Costs ~ Affected by Season Length 0.49
12.00
16.70
'Total ,Fixed Costs 81.71
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7.4 Further Processing
Peaking the kill would also have the additional benefit of freeing
plant and labour longer for further processing of high value added
products. All chains would be shut for longer periods in the season
allowing the period of further processing to be markedly extended.
Silcock and Sheppard (1981) suggested that further processing of
meat could reduce the seasonality in the meat industry by providing a
longer employment period for seasonal meat workers as well as improving
plant and capital utilization. The New Zealand Freezing Companies
Association (Inc.) (Anon.,1979) also saw potential in processing by
products and special lamb cuts in the off-season (non-alI-chain period)
to extend employment and better utilize works capacity.
Mechanised tasks (such as mechanical pelt pullers) being developed
by the industry will divert labour from the Slaughterboard area. The
Killing-Dressing Division primarily operates in this area. Higher
capacity utilizations have had the least beneficial effect on this
division's real per carcase costs over the study period. If labour from
this division can be re-deployed in the further processing of meat
(which company sources indicate requires a high manual input) it could
help to maintain employment levels and allow continued mechanisation
through less union resistance.
The longer employment period may also help to limit increases in
real wage rates, Herlihy (1970) and assist in improving industrial
relations, Turkington (1976).

CHAPTER 8
INDUSTRY.STRATEGLES FOR.REDUCING PROCESSING COSTS
8.0 Increased National Throughputs Through Existing Plants
The New Zealand livestock sector is considered capable of
substantial increases in its production ,Taylor (1980). However,
increasing livestock production (in particular sheep and lambs) is of
Iiegligible' . value to New Zealand if export mar.ketscannotabsorb the
,,,,dditional' product, at acceptable export price levels which demand
. elasticities for world sheepmeat calculated by Blyth (1982) indicate, or
risingdnternal cos ts erode the income of prodUcers, New Zealand
Planning Council (1978).
Other writers
processing charges
viability<of.the'New
(1977), aside from
markets, .Begg(1978).
have expressed concern that internal rises in
could jeopardize export markets by reducing the
Zealand Meat Iridustry, Harrison (1975), Calder
complex problems already existing in these export
Tbe'a!"tualand, predicted decreases in real Killing an<l Processing
per carcase costs and the low additional real per carcasecosts
associated'wi thhighercapacity lltilizations de.terminedin Chapter; 6 for
the ·company could have a significant effect on some of these. problems
facing the New·.zealand. Meat Indllstry.
Ifincreased.she!"p and lamb producti()n leads to consistently
highexcapacityutilizations the findings, ()f ChaPter 6. suggest that r;eal
killing and processing costs will Te<luce because of the low average
additional real per carcase costs at the higher capacity utilizations
e.g. $1.59 ($1979). This low additional average real per car.case cost
should enable the extrapr()ductionto peab.sorbed m()rereadily in export
marke ts.
In the 1978/79 season, New Zealand freezing works killed and
processed 31,436,007 lamb equivalents for export (NZMPBAnnual Report
1978/79) fora M)talc(jst estilIli'ted "t$300 million ($l97~), based on
the studycolUpany'sda.ta. There was sufficient averall"excess .capaci ty
available during the season to kill.and pro.cess;'ig.nificantiyadditional
throughputs, Sheppard (1982).
If the industry could have had a 30% increase in throughputs
(10,000,ODO,LE) the additional cost of killing and processing them would
have been $33,,600,000($1979) based on the .study company's data. An
additional increase of 4% inthrollghpllts (in additi()n .t(jthe 10,000,000
LE) could have been killed and processed for $2,544,000 ($1979).
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In accordance with these lower per unit COstS, operating at
consistentlY higher capacity utili~ations could allow the industry to
plan and coordinate production,lllecha'nisat1on, staffing levels , further
processing and marketing activities. This could also help to limit
future increases in real killing and processing costs, increase returns
to producers (through lower real charges) and ensure the export
viability of the industry.
8.1 Size Of Freezing Works In New Zealand
One often suggested' method to reduce costs in the' meat industry is
a. t;harigeto. slI\l\ller (one or two.chainS<litellite works)highlymechanised
proces'sing pl<lints, located closer to Pro<luction points.' with . few.er
elllployees engaged in slaugh tering an<l 'the further processing,o£.meat
<luring a longer season, New Zealand Freezing Companies Association
(Inc.) (Anon.,1979) and various company submissions to the Meat Industry
Meeting, Legislative Chamber, 1979.
To date, no publishe<1studies have calc1.l1atedorestimated.ashort
run average cost curve for a 'satellite works processing sheep and \latnbs.
This study has only been concerned with a constantplarit configuration;
it has not sought to compare costs of different sized plants.
Preliminary investigation by the company however, in<1icate the
significant capital costs'of a. small'satellite workscotnpletely negate
anypdssiblegainsiri processing effidency that may be achieved over
traditional sized works. It Tsthu:;i' not cert,.in 'tha tsatellite' works
with' this described structure cou1<1 maintain lower killing and
processing cost.s than larger 3 or 5 dh'lin traditional works.
works throughout
stock numbers) have
Moreover, the' construction of sa telli te
Ze~landcoul~ (withouts\l?sta.ntial increases in
'(0110wing effects on the larger works:
1. Hwill be most difficult , throughithe increasing of
throughputs, the adjQ.stirig of daily kills and therelax'ing
of fixed manning standards for the l'lliger works to
increase cap'lcity utilization and thus to achieve greater
economies of scale than ~t ~res~nt~
2. Asthe'sma:ller satelli teworksarecons tru,Cted ltwould
slbwlydecrease throughput flows intoJhel<lirger ~orks.
Th~resultinglower.cap<lici tyutiliz<litlonswould incre,ase
average cOsts at the larger works with the likely outcome
being an incre"se in their ch"rges. Those producers
unable to have their stock killed <lind proCessed "t the
satellite works would have to P<liY the higher charg.es.
3 .. The hygiene expenditure over the past decade at the l<lirger
works (a sunk cost, but one that woul<1 have to be repeated
at all satellite wo,rks) would be nullified.
New
the
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Any large works tha t did survive may do so on. tneirlevel
of equity and not on their relative current efficiency.
4. If the sa telli te works do haye a lower cost structure
however, an industry wide rationalization involving the
closing of large works should occur. The cost of this
rationalization could be justified as one way to ensure
the viabili ty' .of the New Zealand Meat Industry in the
'long rim. .
However, before extensive industry rationalization .. occurs, ever~
effort should be made to discover the relative efficiencies and cost
structures .qf the. smaller. worl>s.•
FU:rther, any indus try rationalization that does occur should be
done under open, competitive conditions to ensure the maximum efficiency
of the processor and minimum killing and processing costs for. the
producer. ..'
B.2 Reducing The Capacity Of The New Zealand Freezing Industry
The importance of capacity utilization on costs has been stressed
several times in this report. While considerable expansion of livestock
numbers is technically feasible, recent marketing and policy
developments in New Zealand suggest stock throughput numbers are
unlikely to increase in the near future. Capacity utilization overall
can thus only be improved by the closure of some freezing works, in
particular those not exhibiting locational and operational efficiencies.
Theoretically, the greatest possible reduction in capacity would
be made possible with an exactly even spread of kill over a longer
season. The authors regard such an ideal kill pattern as unlikely,
however, for reasons mentioned earlier in this report. The likely
continued peak in the kill pattern suggests some excess capacity is
i nevi tab Ie •
While previous studies have indicated there is very high excess
slaughtering capacity in the industry, this has not been borne out by
the actions of companies. This would suggest that areas other than the
slaughterboard have been nearer to capacity than generally appreciated.
If the observations made in preparing this report are valid
generally, is is unlikely that significant reductions in industry
capacities, given current technology and manning agreements, are going
to eventuate. In the face of relatively unchanged capacity our
conclusions in Chapter 7 may thus be pertiment for the industry as a
whole. In particular the long-standing argument for a greater spread of
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the kill seemS questionable.
8.3 Furtber pr6ce'sslO& III New ze'aJandF'i""iing W6rks
Any increase io J'lJr~b~rp"'?2e'.ssi.Pllwith f~rr"'otle",~~s.of
t brougbput s bould enabl",. mallY ov",rh",,,qc9s ts t().hE!reeov"'r.ecJ"p<l. t bus
r",duce total killing and processing costs. As argued in SectioP'?.',5
peaking tbe kill would enable greater degrees of sucb furtber
processing to occur ..
8 An 'OptimaIStrategy?
This study suggests tbat industr\f cds'!s forkiili.rtg and
processing will be minimised with a somewbat recJuced number of
cu,.reptlyexisting pl~nts" each,han.dli~g.. athr~ugbput Ho", of
consid~rable "pdakednl"s~n",:nd in 5o~s;e9u~ncebeipgablet~f"rr~ out
m~~,iJriJn1,!~~OUI{~:'~," of." ·.,''It'~rth,e,r .,?roc~.~si~g'~,;. ." ~~is _lS-:'~n "",_,9ontra~.:t, ,to
proponE1nts for "even spreading of tbekill" who would sugges't a great",!"
reduction of currently existing plants but not envisage as ma~b
"furtber processing" developing. Botb arguments aSSume tbat existing
pl"nts are of optimal cbain size and that greater transport costs do
not offset the benefits of reducing plant numbers. Needless to say,
further re~~",:rchn""dst9 be carried out to examine the impact of
lifting tbesetwo·assumptions.
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